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Iâ€™LL BE WATCHING YOU Walking home on a dark night, you hear footsteps coming up behind

you. As they get closer, your heart pounds harder. Who is closing in with dangerous intentâ€”a total

stranger? Or someone you know and trust? The answer is as simple as turning around, but

donâ€™t look behind you . . . run. Ann Rule, who shared her own nerve-jangling account of

unknowingly befriending sadistic sociopath Ted Bundy in The Stranger Beside Me, chronicles other

fateful encounters with the hidden predators among us in this riveting collection, fifteenth in the

bestselling series drawn from her personal files. First in line is a stunning case that spanned thirty

years and took a determined detective to four statesâ€”ending, finally, in Alaskaâ€”where he

unraveled not one but two murders. A second case appears to begin and end with the hunt for the

Green River Killer, focusing on a Washington State man who was once cleared as a suspect in that

deadly chain of homicides. But the millionaire property owner believed he had successfully buried

his own murderous past and the awful truth behind his young wifeâ€™s disappearance. She

vanished soon after she left for a day at the Seattle Worldâ€™s Fair, and her three small children

grew up believing their mother had abandoned them. But one amazing witness remainedâ€”the

missing womanâ€™s best friend, who heard her last words in a frantic phone callâ€”â€œHeâ€™s

coming!â€•â€”before the line went dead. Only since Robert Hansenâ€™s suicide has the monster

within been revealed. In another true story, a petite woman went to a tavern, looking only for

conversation and fun. Instead, she met violent death in the form of a seven-foot man who had

seemed shy and harmless. Youâ€™ll feel a chill as you uncover these and numerous other cases of

unfortunate victims who made one tragic mistake: trusting the wrong personâ€”even someone

theyâ€™d known intimately, or thought they knew.
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I'm baffled about why some other reviewers have given this so few stars. The cases are "cold

cases," true, but to my mind that makes them more intriguing. These murderers thought they got

away with it long ago -- they thought no one would figure it out now -- but they were wrong. It's nice

to see that murder cannot be hidden, however long it may take to be discovered. Ann Rule has

done a lot of research about these cases, even though the murderers clearly wanted to hide their

tracks. And it's a fascinating portrait of some families who regard murder as "just another day's

work," as well as of some people who have survived terrible situations. My only complaint is that the

Kindle edition doesn't seem to come with photos (not sure about the print edition). Ann Rule's

collections of murder cases, the Crime Files, are always going to have shorter cases than the

single-murder books, but there's still a lot of detail in here. And for what it's worth, I didn't spot a

single typo.

This hurts to write but my former favorite TC author Ann Rule may need to take a break and not

crank out a new book every November. This and her last have been subpar with her usual work and

I am disappointed...No pics in my Kindle edition...she actually included the Miranda rights read to

Renee Curtiss as some kind of filler. There are phrases repeated over and over as if to hike up

some kind of word meter, like where it mentions that upon questioning from the cops, Renee's

"chest and neck flushed scarlet"...and then a few pages later we are informed again that "Renee's

face and chest were now brick red". There are many other examples of filler. The most blatant

would be all the information I now have on Jimi Hendrix. Yes, he was a great musician but his

minute and peripheral connection to this case is hardly an excuse for pages of information about

him. All that is missing from the first case I have been describing would be more of a geography

lesson about Alaska which thankfully was fairly brief. I feel quite capable of writing a review of her

book as I have read EVERY one of them and "Small Sacrifices" is one of my fav TC books ever. I



noted people asking for good TC books/authors and I would recommend Jack Olsen (Charmer, Salt

of the Earth), Joe Mcginnis, Gregg Olsen, Lowell Cauffiel, "Bad Blood" by Richard Levine, "Bad

Karma" by Deborah Blum, and any of Ann Rule's earlier full length books before "Too Late to Say

Goodbye" which is where I feel her downfall began.

I don't know what the bad reviews are about. I found this book to be as excellent to read as any of

Ann's books are. It held my attention and once I picked it up, I couldn't put it down until it was read

from cover to cover. I enjoy Ann's true crime files and always look forward to the next book. Ann

breathes life back into Joe and left me with the impression of having known him personally. Quite an

accomplishment for any author. I hope Joe's family has found peace. I loved this book and I think

you will too.

Generally I don't enjoy Ann Rule's crime case files books as much as the ones that have just one

case in them, but this one was an exception. I am always fascinated by "cold cases", and this book

was a great study in them. As other reviewers have said, the people who perpetrated the crime Ann

Rule's books, and this one was no different, I read it through in about 2 days. I was disappointed

that I didn't get the photos with the kindle edition, but otherwise I didn't note any egregious errors or

typos (and I am an editor at heart!). I can't wait for the next book to come out.

I have read every single one of Ann Rule's books for years and have loved every one of them; when

I see that she has a new book coming out I pre-order it, as I did this one. To my surprise this book

was almost unreadable and at times I was going to stop reading and just dump the book. The

stories simply failed to hold my interest and I still fail to understamd why these particular stories

were of such interest to her. In any event, I will always read Ann Rule's books but I hope the next

one is more interesting than this one. I think Ann deserves for her loyal readers to cut her some

slack because she has written so many great books over so many years. Who can forget "The

Stranger Beside Me" or "Small Sacrifices"; these are works of art. Let's just call this one a clunker

and move on.

I have always loved true crime. I have also had half brothers who committed it so I suppose the

connection is reasonable. Ann Rule has been my hero in crime writers from the very day I

discovered her, which was a long time ago. "Don't Look Behind You and Other Stories" is tour de

force by a write so consistently so good, it's impossible to imagine that she'll ever produce anything



bad. And no, there's teaser here. Don't Look Behind You is another Ann Rule venture into the

darkest minds. What amzes me the most about Ann Rule is that no one seems to be publishing

exposes about what a dark creature she is. Which just tells me that she's not. I don't know that I

could get through all these dreadful crimes committed by the utter flotsam of human society and still

have a sunny smile and love this author. But I do and I do. All I can say without utterly giving away

everything in this book is, buy it. Read it. Revel in it. And if you want to write to her, she does

respond. At least, she's responded to three friends of mine who have written to her, so from that I

assume she responds. Try it. She might. But meanwhile, get them all. Because the other thing that

doesn't happen? It never gets old reading her.
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